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We don't have a partner in your exact neighborhood yet, but we do have partners nearby.
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Window and Door
replacement in Ohio.
As easy as it should be.




With Infinity from Marvin, every detail of your replacement project will be taken care of. And our promise of exceptional service is backed by award-winning products that deliver lasting performance and designs that withstand the test of time. 
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Limited-time window replacement specials
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We'll donate 250 meals for local families in need with your purchase.*




434,500


meals donated



*Donations are limited to 15,000 meals per month. 
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We'll donate 250 meals for local families in need with your purchase.*

*Donations are limited to 15,000 meals per month. 
















The Infinity Advantage
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STRENGTH



Our Ultrex® fiberglass delivers lasting performance


	Expands 87% less than vinyl - resists expanding and contracting in any climate
	8 times stronger than vinyl - protects the integrity of your home
	Resistant to leaks, seal failures and stress cracks - all things that can affect energy efficiency
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STYLE



Acclaimed design that withstands the test of time


	Ultrex's strength delivers narrow window and door profiles for expanded views and more daylight
	Our proprietary acrylic finish is fade-resistant and virtually maintenance-free
	We offer a complete collection of styles, features and options to complement any home
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SERVICE



The benchmark for customer service and satisfaction


	Limited Lifetime Warranty for as long as you own your home
	An experience that is designed to give you assurance at every step of the way
	Our core value: Do the Right Thing



















Choose an in-home or showroom appointment.














Schedule a replacement windows & doors appointment with Infinity from Marvin - Ohio

We’ve re-imagined the replacement windows and doors experience in Ohio, offering a worry-free, hassle-free experience that is centered around you. Your new windows project starts with a short meeting with a Design Consultant to discuss your needs and questions, review solution options, and provide a quote.
Never with any pressure.

Scheduling your appointment is fast and easy!























Schedule an Appointment












Ohio window and door replacement with zero worries

Our goals are to deliver exceptional service throughout your home window and door replacement experience — from your Design Consultant, to our customer service team, and installation crews. We'll take care of all the details. You sit back and enjoy your new view.













Appointments made easy


Meet with a Replacement Design Consultant in the way that is most helpful to you.
When scheduling your appointment, take your pick of appointment styles.
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In-home


We’ll come to your home.
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Showroom


Explore our showroom.
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Virtual


Meet by video conference.






Schedule Appointment
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Visit Our Ohio Showrooms

See the latest Infinity windows and patio doors









Infinity from Marvin - Cincinnati



Showroom Details


12098 Champion Way
Sharonville, OH 45241

(614) 664-8327





Showroom Hours

Sun-Sat: By appointment





Visit Store Page











Infinity from Marvin - Cleveland



Showroom Details


16900 Bagley Road
Cleveland, OH 44130

(440) 586-9297





Showroom Hours

Mon-Thurs: 8:00-5:00
Fri: 8:00-5:00
Sat & Sun: By appointment





Visit Store Page











Infinity from Marvin - Columbus



Showroom Details


1771 Westbelt Drive
Columbus, OH 43228

(614) 664-6584





Showroom Hours

Mon-Thurs: 8:00-6:00
Fri: 8:00-5:00
Sat & Sun: By appointment





Visit Store Page











Infinity Retail, LLC dba Infinity from Marvin - Cincinnati, Infinity from Marvin - Cleveland, Infinity from Marvin - Columbus 
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What your neighbors are saying



“Overall exceptional experience. We've had [competitor] and [competitor] windows installed in the past and haven't been happy with either, we'll never go back. We plan on doing the rest of the house, including replacing the newer [competitor] windows with Infinity from Marvin.”

Natalie B. — Fairview Park, OH






“From the salesman, to the scheduler, the installers and the painter, everyone was knowledgeable and professional. Our windows are beautiful, they make our house look updated. They also make the house quieter and more energy efficient. We highly recommend Infinity from Marvin - Ohio!”

Betty D. — Solon, OH






“We couldn't be happier with the improvement these windows made in our home and our utility bills! The house is quieter now and the air conditioner doesn't run nearly as much. The crew was very efficient, polite and left the areas as clean as before they arrived. We can't thank them enough!”

Parker R. — Strongsville, OH






“I can't recommend Infinity from Marvin enough. The only thing that I would change if I had to do it over again would be to have all of the windows replaced. The new ones are so classy looking and well made that it puts the [other] windows we have to shame.”

William P. — Grafton, OH






“I used Infinity from Marvin again and now all my windows match and look fantastic! They did a wonderful job installing, kept everything clean and picked up, covered the floors, and were extremely nice, helpful and professional.”

Paula E. — Columbus, OH






“What a surprisingly pleasant experience. The window is really quite nice - actually, it's better than I expected. The 2 men who installed were great: very professional and friendly & the price was the best around. When I need other windows I will just call Infinity from Marvin. Thanks guys!”

Halle D. — Chardon, OH






“Not our first experience with the company or with Infinity Windows. Infinity from Marvin products are expensive, but you get what you pay for. Their windows are well-made, superb at insulating against weather and outside noise. The company's staff are all knowledgeable and conscientious.”

Anonymous
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Backed by over 100 years of innovation with Marvin
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